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arkus Rose is the editor and
founder of Rosecast.com.
Rosecast is a name that has been
derived from the word “forecast”, with
two letters changed to symbolize a
forecast that is meant to stand out
among others.
Markus founded Rosecast.com in
May of 2002. Rosecast.com started out
as an internet-based financial markets
newsletter. Today, Rosecast.com
provides various services that range
from general astrology software to
minute-by-minute exact indicators for
intraday trading. All services are based
on financial astrology which is the core
specialty of Rosecast.com.
Markus comments on astrology, “In
the Western world many intelligent and
successful people reject the idea of astrology because they are taught that success
depends on what you think and believe
(“The Law of Attraction” and similar success coaching of all kinds), how you communicate (“NLP”), and how you feel
(health, nutrition, exercise, relationships,
and status symbols). In this self-responsible equation to success there is no place
for astrology or any other factors that are
outside the control of the “self”.
“What most successful people
have not realized yet is that a selfresponsible approach to success and the
validity of astrology do not stand in
contradiction. After all, most successful
people will agree that they go through
ups and downs and it is these ups and
downs that are a result of the everchanging planets in the skies.”
He continues: “Without the influences of the planets there would be no
‘ups and downs’, everything would be
static on our planet and there would only
be one market timer in first place in the
Timer Digest rankings all the time. How
boring is that?! But the stars in the skies
are leveling the playing field, are challenging all of humankind, and are giving
the outsiders a chance to win against the
champions. Humans have free will, they
are not victims or puppets of the planets,
and they do have the ability to respond to
all the challenges in the skies with success. The ever-changing planets in the
skies are a necessity for humans to have a

Rosecast.com
Right now our financial astrology
research at Rosecast.com is focusing on tiny
intraday movements of a few minutes only. It
is most fascinating to us that financial markets
respond to astrological factors even in such
small time frames. TAP (Time Action Pivots)
is an automated report of more than 1000
astrological calculations each day—generated
by our proprietary software—that has the aim
However, if you are ever
uncertain which way to choose and do to filter the most important intraday trend
not get a direction from your “gut”— change times for each trading day.
Markus compares the “gut” feeling to
To complete the presentation of
a wise, omnipotent astrologer with
perfect knowledge of the future that is Rosecast, Markus provided a view on the
longer term future of the US stock market since
guiding every human all the time—
then a good astrologer will be able to he is often asked about this topic. “Surprisgive you an important insight that can ingly, our indicators are predominantly bullish into the second to third quarters of 2011,
help you on your path to success.
Markus concludes this short treatise on but in the year 2012 we could see another sudgeneral astrology with a final piece of den stock market crash. Moreover, some governments might have to default on some of
advice, “Your gut feeling can be
their debts. This will make some currencies
strengthened through meditation.”
disappear; merging into new ones. All this will
When talking about financial as- dramatically change the financial world as we
trology, however, the story is a different know it. The astrological catalyst for these
one. Financial markets do NOT have big changes is the upcoming square aspect be“free will”. The Euro currency was born tween the slow-moving planets Uranus and
on January 1, 1999. Using the horoscope Pluto that will hit in June of 2012 for the first
of the Euro, the most important highs time. The last time this aspect was exact was
and lows can be forecasted with the in the years 1932 and 1933. Markus concludes,
proper knowledge of financial astrology. “The year 2012 is the year that the ancient
Markus explains, “The Euro cannot de- Mayan astrologers have long forecasted as the
cide for itself, respond to challenges, or end of the world”. However, Markus is optishape its destiny through its choices like mistic that humankind will be able to live up
a human. Instead the future of the Euro to the planetary challenges of the year 2012,
and the futures of all other freely traded and if he is correct, then we shall not see the
financial markets are written in the end, but the beginning of a new world in which
governments, big businesses, and power (symstars.”
bolized by Pluto) are transcended with greater
Markus adds: “The Rosecast freedom, spirituality, and astrology (symbolapproach to financial astrology is much ized by Uranus) for the greater benefit of all
more ‘fatalistic’ than the approaches of human beings.
our colleagues. Most financial
Timer Digest has followed Rosecast.com
astrologers list astrology as only one
factor that influences their decision- since August of 2003. Markus Rose was ranked
making process. Other factors could be #2 Stock timer in 2004, #2 Gold timer in 2007,
cycles, market psychology, sentiment and #1 Gold timer in 2008. He is currently
readings, or technical analysis. However, ranked #1 over the most recent 52-week, 6we at Rosecast.com use financial month and 3-month periods.
astrology as the sole input for all our
trading decisions and Timer Digest Weekly Rosecast (updated 2 to 3x a week):
signals. We believe that astrology is the 1 year: $599 USD
supreme study that can give us total 6 months: $399 USD
understanding of all market movements Daily TAP report: $249 USD per month
ranging from a few minutes to several Rosecast Bradley Software: $159 USD
years, or even decades. The advantage
of this philosophy is that we do not waste Phone: (312) 233-2723 (USA)
our research time on factors other than Web: www.rosecast.com
astrology and can thus develop a strong E-mail: info@rosecast.com
competence in financial astrology.
learning experience on Earth.” And
Markus admits that, “What you choose
to believe, what you choose to think, and
how you choose to respond to the challenges of the stars are much more important for your success than any knowledge of astrology.”
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